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A complete development environment for Arm that generates fast, compact code and gives you full control over your code. Xcode application for writing code + unlimited functionality + many cool features + interesting system of configurator tools. Microsoft Visual Studio 2014 A scalable development environment that includes components such as development components, refactoring tools, modeler, and other components. Visual C++ 2005, 2007,
2008 Independent development environment based on the Visual Basic platform. MSDN applications to control your projects across platforms. Symfony 4.5, 4.6 A powerful server management system that allows you to flexibly configure all aspects of the server (engine, files, SSL / TLS, administration, etc.), as well as use a variety of tools. Ruby on Rails 3.0 Mono's version of the Ruby programming language that provides higher quality coding and
more options for web development. FreeBSD 8 Versions of the FreeBSd 9 operating system that provide different levels of security, more features, improved support for service providers, and many other additions. Zend Framework 3 An add-on to the Zend Open Source framework for building fast, lightweight applications. ManyObjects Multi-level management system implemented using collections and templates. Lots of libraries built into other
libraries. Docker Open-Source system for hosting containers and virtual machines, which makes it easy to "hang" applications on them. go Go Development Program (Go) OpenVZ A convenient multithreaded shell that allows you to configure switching between clusters as a simple command on the command line. assembler A custom assembly language that is used to compile and assemble software. Bing A web service that makes it easy to compare
search results. Google Reader Text Conversion Watch An unusual extension for Firefox that allows you to search in Russian and other languages. libreoffice Universal alternative to Microsoft Office from Open Sources. Java Java EE 5 is Java ESR (Java EE Standard Restricted) released on March 201
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